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This is an overview of the fundamentals rather than detailed 
‘how to’ for each of the techniques. With the knowledge 
gained from this course, one should be able to identify the 
tools to use and learn more in detail how to use the tools in 
other courses or from texts and articles.



Risk: Anything that can compromise theRisk: Anything that can compromise the 
mission—Minimizing Risk is the focus!
Risk Factors—a multitude of factors affect 
risks—project risk management vs. business 

d tprocess or product 
Risk Analysis—processes, products, people, 
safety, quality
Risk Evaluation—potential severity, frequency 
and   probability
Risk Control/Mitigation—action steps using 
your corrective action process
Residual Risks—acceptable risk levels forResidual Risks acceptable risk levels for 
interested parties
Risk Management Reports—an output of the 
process
Risk Information and Communication for all



EXAMPLE: Vacuum vessel—installing sampling device—g p g
kettle at <1mm Hg and ~510 deg. F. NO project risk 
management plan—led to significant issues during 
installation and then upon start-up—you guessed it…..big 
time trouble….ultimately had to remove, weld the sample 
port and start over >$100k lost immediately plusport and start over….>$100k lost immediately plus 
production schedules not met on time for customers. 
Technology and operational risks were not identified; no risk 
management plan up front for the project which was actually 
a major change to a process vessel.





Typically related to projects—however, most major changes yp y p j , j g
in a business are PROJECTS; E.G. New product 
development; new design; major process changes; new IT 
system; new ERP or MRP system; revised quality 
management system; a major construction process; moving 
a business to a new location;a business to a new location; ………
Previous project example of the vessel and sample port—
scope was not verified for technical capability to install and 
operate the sampling device. Failed to consider the 
operational environment.



Risk: anything that can compromise the mission or the effect y g p
of uncertainty
Process: any set of steps working together to produce or 
create and outcome
Management: planning ,organizing, staffing, directing and 
controlling the work getting the work donecontrolling the work—getting the work done
Mitigation: actions taken to minimize or eliminate the effects 
of a real or potential risk
Contingency: a plan or action step to take in the event 
another specific situation occurs
Ri k R i t LIVING d t th t t i thRisk Register: a LIVING document that contains the 
identified  risks, mitigation or action plans, responsibilities 
and timelines or targets



Dictionary definition: a situation involving exposure to y g p
danger; the possibility that something unpleasant or 
unwelcome will happen

In the medical device world (ISO 14971, def. 2.16)—the 
combination of the probability of occurrence of harm and 
severity of that harm.



Risk Management (ISO 14971, def. 2.2) Systematic g ( , ) y
application of management policies, procedures and 
practices to the tasks of analyzing, evaluating, controlling 
and monitoring risk



Manage risks by identifying and mitigating up front, not after g y y g g g p ,
the fact



ISO 31000 presents a process approach that standardizes p p pp
risk management
IEC 62198 lists 11 principles for effective management of 
project related risks adapted from ISO 31000
ISO 14971 is Risk Management for Medical Devices which 
presents tools and techniques in a readily adaptable formatpresents tools and techniques in a readily adaptable format
Project Management Body of Knowledge from PMI, Process 
Management Institute is the core knowledge for project 
management including risk management



Risk management begins with proper planning which means g g p p p g
resources must be allocated to identify and analyze risks, 
define the action steps and actually implement the actions to 
mitigate identified risks. This is a management 
responsibility. 



Examples: Dermatome—a surgical device-look at all factors!-p g
; TS 16949 quality system implementation focus on supply 
chain for sure; API Quality System considers all factors; New 
Design of Sampling Device for vacuum vessel overlooked 
technology and several other factors including no risk 
management plan at all; New product line for aerospacemanagement plan at all; New product line for aerospace 
applications should consider all of these and maybe more—
regulatory would be a bigger deal here, too with FAA; seats 
for an automotive assembly plant—delivery—JIT so weather 
should be consideration and contingencies in the case of 
i / th t f t id ti iice/snow or other event; safety considerations in 
process/product such as bolt torque.

For a complete business continuity/contingency plan—
consider all possibilities—.ie. Weather, spills, rail car 
incidents,  active shooter….you get the  idea….API Q1 and 
TS 16949 require contingency plans. ISO 9001:2015 requires 
risk based thinking throughout. A risk management plan is 
not a contingency plan, but a contingency plan is a risk 
management plan.



Don’t forget Quality and Safety! Sometimes in major projects g Q y y j p j
such as equipment modifications or bridge building safety is 
one of the key considerations—but it generally shows up 
when these 3 are considered.



A Process can be defined as inputs being convertedA Process can be defined as inputs being converted 
to outputs or any set of steps that take inputs and 
produce outputs. Risk Management is a process.
ISO Standards for Risk Management include:
ISO 14971 Risk Management for Medical devices—g
“the gold standard”—principles, tools and 
techniques
ISO 31000:2009 gives the framework, principles and 
practices for risk management
ISO 9001:2015 now considers risk based thinking—it 
does not require a full blown risk management plan 
or process.



Strategic: business model; locations; financial; competitiveg ; ; ; p
Organizational: leadership; structure; relationships; 
centralized services
Operational: supply chain; tpm; environmental performance
Processes: design; performance; capabilities; maintenance; 
equipment; IQ/OQ/PQequipment; IQ/OQ/PQ
Products: Suppliers; Supply chain; materials; material 
handling; product quality
People: training; competence; employees; end users; public
Regulatory: Legal and other requirements; changes; 

it i limonitoring compliance



Remember: SCOPE, SCHEDULE, RESOURCES in each , ,
category as we discuss them!



Have you seen risks associated with a business model that y
has been ‘left behind’ by technology? Most likely, yes. It’s a 
good idea to look at your business model and identify risks 
associated with the overall ‘landscape’ of the business and 
especially how it may be impacted technology and perhaps 
by regulations more on regulatory laterby regulations—more on regulatory later.



Transition planning is a significant risk for many businesses p g g y
today with the retirement years approaching for most of the 
baby boomers. In one case a foundry has hired another 
metallurgist over six months in advance of the announced 
retirement of the current metallurgist. This is risk 
management in action Take a good look at yourmanagement in action. Take a good look at your 
organization.



supply chain; tpm; environmental performance—Suppliers---pp y ; p ; p pp
performance, location, lead times—contingencies—etc.—all can 
affect operations. 



Product and Process design; performance; capabilities; g ; p ; p ;
maintenance; equipment; IQ/OQ/PQ
Process Design—a requirement for TS 16949 and will be a 
consideration in ISO 9001:2015.
Don’t overlook operating conditions—most risks in 
processes occur during start-up; shut-down and abnormal orprocesses occur during start-up; shut-down and abnormal or 
upset conditions. These may be safety, product or 
equipment related to name some possibilities.



Suppliers; Supply chain; materials; material handling;pp ; pp y ; ; g;
protecting product from debris and trash, foreign objects or 
debris in product (FOD) product quality and measurement 
variability are all potential risk factors. Sampling is in this 
category as well. 



Specialized skills, training; competence; employees; end p , g; p ; p y ;
users; public



Legal and other requirements; changes; monitoring g q ; g ; g
compliance. Rapidly changing regulations are affecting many 
businesses today, even those who provide temporary 
employees. Establish a process to insure these are 
monitored and are looked at before an issue arises. 



Use your Corrective and Preventive Action (CAPA) system y ( ) y
as a part of the Risk Management Process. Analyze risks, 
considerations, events—feed forward within the organization 
and to other interested parties.

Risk Analysis and Evaluation potentialRisk Analysis and Evaluation—potential 
severity, frequency and   probability



Two key factors for risk: probability of occurrence of harm y p y
and the consequences of that harm—severity
Harm—physical injury or damage to the health of people, 
damage to property or the environment



For example—in some organizations if it is regulatory it is p g g y
automatically considered high impact and high risk 
regardless of probability This is a subjective approach and 
not an exact science. In fact, Risk Management always deals 
in probabilities of some kind. That’s why knowledgeable 
people are a must when identifying and documenting riskspeople are a must when identifying and documenting risks 
and action plans.



Create a matrix that represents your situation and makes p y
sense for you to use in interpreting and mitigating risks.



Corrective Actions—use your system; get toCorrective Actions—use your system; get to 
root causes—corrections/corrective 
actions/feed forward
Risk Evaluation—potential severity, frequency 

d b bilitand   probability
Risk Control/Mitigation—action steps using 
your corrective action process
Residual Risks—acceptable risk levels for 
interested parties
Risk Management Reports—an output of the 
process
Risk Information and Communication—for allRisk Information and Communication for all 
interested parties—this is the ‘forgotten link’ in 
the process!





Corrective Actions—use your system; get toCorrective Actions—use your system; get to 
root causes—corrections/corrective 
actions/feed forward
Risk Evaluation—potential severity, frequency 

d b bilitand   probability
Risk Register-a compilation of risks, 
probabilities, impacts, responsibilities and 
mitigation steps
Risk Control/Mitigation—action steps using 
your corrective action process
Residual Risks—acceptable risk levels for 
interested partiesinterested parties
Risk Management Reports—an output of the 
process
Risk Information and Communication—for all 
interested parties



Action steps using your corrective action process; don’t p g y p ;
create another process. If you don’t have a corrective action 
process in place get it in place or use the risk register as 
your basis



Potential severity, frequency and   probability are the besty, q y p y
estimates based on knowledge, experience, industry 
standards or other research.



Identify risks, assign a unique identifier, evaluate the risk, y , g q , ,
document the evaluation, develop your action steps for 
mitigation and follow up.
Residual Risk: risk remaining after risk control measures 
have been taken (ISO 14971, def. 2.15)
Decide what is acceptable risk record the decision and theDecide what is acceptable risk, record the decision and the 
basis for the decision.



Risk reports are required for medical devices as a part of the p q p
risk management file. Clause 8 of ISO 14971 required a risk 
management report that is reviewed and approved by top 
management—this is a ‘best practice’ model for any project.



Who are your interested parties? They probably include y p y p y
employees, suppliers, community, customers, shareholders, 
regulatory bodies or agencies.



So it’s a process—let’s quickly review the processSo it s a process let s quickly review the process 
again so you can begin to ‘get it’ to put it to use!
ISO Standards for Risk Management
ISO 14971 Risk Management for Medical devices—
“the gold standard”—principles, tools and g p p ,
techniques
ISO 31000:2009 gives the framework, principles and 
practices for risk management



A comprehensive process Consider using aA comprehensive process. Consider using a 
checklist. An example is included in the 
course materials. Contingency Plans and 
Business Continuity Plans!! TS and API
require a contingency plan—do it right, don’t 
just make a pass at it.



What we can do with Risks——-Be careful of whatWhat we can do with Risks Be careful of what 
you choose to avoid or ignore!



This is not a course on using these tools.  it is intended as an g
overview. They are covered  in detail and ‘how to’ in other 
Risk Management courses on pdh and other sites. We will 
mention these tools as we look at the outputs of RM process 
and then briefly look at examples to see how these work.
We will overview each of these tools with an example in theWe will overview each of these tools with an example in the 
following slides. The examples are very simple by design.



This is one of the simplest tools of risk management and is p g
used in what are generally considered ‘low’ risk situations. 



Simply have a team of knowledgeable people go through p y g p p g g
each of your processes—begin with a good flow chart of the 
process then work through the various processes following 
the flow charts and identify potential risks. No value is 
assigned for the risk using this tool. This tool may not be 
unique to my consulting practice but others say they haveunique to my consulting practice, but others say they have 
not seen it quite like this and several of my clients prefer this 
simplistic approach to other approaches when the overall 
risks are low in their business.



Expanding the matrix a bit, one can then begin to ‘quantify’ p g , g q y
risk in the process. This is a simple analysis of a production 
scheduling process. This goes a bit deeper than the previous 
approach. You can see we are building the system for 
managing risks. This is an approach that I prefer in many 
cases Again process flow chart and knowledgeable peoplecases. Again, process flow chart and knowledgeable people 
are required.



This is one method that is very simple, yet works—when y p , y
knowledgeable people are involved. It is not to be done by 
the engineer alone or manager alone, etc.!



To find more information you might want to consider NASA y g
papers on the topic. They have some excellent materials on 
the web.



In this case the risk is a process upset of Ethanol transfer p p
rate being too low. There are several opportunities for this to 
occur without it being a hazard to employees. Here it could 
be controller failure and seal leaks or operator error that led 
to flow rate or process upsets. You get the idea. Keep it 
simple but yet a very visual technique By the way this cansimple, but yet a very visual technique. By the way, this can 
also be an effective tool for root cause analysis.



One of the Automotive Core Tools required by TS 16949 for q y
risk management: DFMEA for Design and PFMEA for 
processes and SFMEA for services. It may be the 
‘granddaddy of risk management tools’ for manufacturing.



FMEA’a are comprehensive and can be time consuming. Yet, p g ,
they are effective tools for identifying, mitigating and 
managing risks. They are required for companies that are TS 
16949 certified for automotive.



This slide is from the AIAG FMEA manual just so you can see j y
how they are formatted and the information required. In one 
case we had an f a group of Engineers and PhD scientists in 
an FMEA training session and used petroleum storage tanks 
as the example in  a petroleum terminal setting—don’t 
design the tank use the tank it’s already there identify thedesign the tank—use the tank—it s already there identify the 
function of the tank—for example, to safely store up to 
50,000 bbl of gasoline without leaks. So, how does it do that 
and what are the risks? Leaks, inaccurate volume gauges, 
overfill protection failure, pump failure, you get the idea. 
N t th ff t f h S it i th l i iNow, on to the effects of each. Severity is the real issue in 
most cases. 



You will note this follow the information in the AIAG 
requirements. The steps in the process should align with 
your process flow chart. It all begins with an understanding 
of the process flow. This was created in excel, so it is rather 
simple for you to construct  your own spreadsheets for 
FMEA’s A key factor is to identify the RPN (severity xFMEA s. A key factor is to identify the RPN (severity x 
frequency x detection) value that will trigger an action to be 
done and then taking action and re-calculating the RPN. 
Focus on both severity and RPN when interpreting the 
information.



This is a simple 5 point rating scale that we use many times. p p g y
AIAG and automotive use a 10 point rating scale as defined 
in the AIAG FMEA manual.



You could choose to modify this to other estimates of y
probability or in some cases actual product ppm defective 
levels using other measures.



If an issue can be detected then it is a low rating value for the g
PFMEA and if it cannot be detected easily then the rating 
value is higher as the risk is higher.



The Risk register is the core document for Risk g
Management—it can be the record of identifying and 
managing risks for the life of project or product or service.



This is a risk register example for a project to install a g p p j
distillation column in a processing plant. It is a team effort, 
should be done up front and is a critical document for a 
successful project. The rating scale is similar to the one 
used earlier for the process matrix. Selecting your rating 
scale is not an exact science but should reflect yourscale is not an exact science but should reflect your 
business needs and understanding. Please not the category 
column and see schedule, scope, resources and safety are 
included. A simple spreadsheet works quite well in most 
cases, however for major construction projects specialized 

ft i t i ll d d i l ti isoftware is typically used and simulations run using 
statistical techniques and contingencies developed.



Purpose: Minimize risks associated with changesp g
A management of change procedure is in itself a risk 
management tool. Create a procedure for your organization 
for MOC and actually use it to get the most benefit from your 
risk management efforts. Many times the greatest risks occur 
when changes are being made to products processes orwhen changes are being made—to products, processes or 
the organizational structure. 



Risk management can be tied to specific objectives or g p j
strategies in an organization. Again, this looks like the plan-
do-check-act approach. This is just  reminder of the overall 
process. All phases are equally important, but nothing 
happens here until you identify the risks!



This has been a quick tour of the risk management process q g p
and some of the tools for risk management. You should be 
able to develop a risk management process, or improve your 
current process, using the information in this course. You 
may want to consider additional courses in the specific tools 
and applications for risk managementand applications for risk management.



Get to work! PLAN: Define Document &Get to work!      PLAN: Define, Document & 
Deploy YOUR Risk Management Process; 
Consider appropriate inputs/outputs     DO: Make 
it practical, reasonable & useable ; carefully
document your risk register and follow up ondocument your risk register and follow up on 
action plans! CHECK: Record  and Analyze 
ACT: On what you learn   DO IT AGAIN and 
Remember toCommunicate




